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Arlington County Tenant-Landlord Commission 

      Meeting notes - May 11, 2016 7:30 p.m. 

 

Commissioners present:  Zachary Butler, Kirit Mookerjee, Michael Campbell, Thomas Gibson, Kendon 

Krause, Mary Rouleau (by phone) 

County Staff Present: Hector Mercado, Rolda Nedd 

Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 7:30 p.m. 

Citizen Comment/Questions: No citizen comments 

Others present: AHC staff, Berkeley tenants present  

Review of April meeting notes - April meeting notes were approved.  

Chair Mookerjee welcomed Michael Campbell, a new Commissioner who is appointed as a Landlord 

representative. Mr. Campbell provided a brief introduction indicating that he manages the Dorchester 

Apartments on Columbia Pike. 

Berkeley Apartments Relocation Plan - follow up meeting  

Mary Claire Davis of AHC, led discussion which focused on recent changes provided. Changes provided 

since last meeting: 

- Page 12 -Inclusion of Tenant Assistance Fund that will help mitigate loss of increase in rent 

when residents are relocated for those earning 60% AMI and below. After meeting with 

county staff a meeting was held to describe TAF.  Resident meetings have been arranged and 

additional meetings and on-on-one meetings with residents will be forthcoming.  

- Page 4 – more information on residents’ profile including income information, number 

receiving financial assistance and population composition including number of school-aged 

children 

- Page 13 – moving expenses for residents returning to the Berkeley 

- Timeline provided in May 10 memo – relocation activities will begin next Spring with 

meetings with household; LIHTC application will be submitted and response is expected in 

June 2017. Notices for moving not expected before July 2017. Have extended relocation 

process over 9 months tentatively, July 2017 through March 2018, relocations will be done in 

phases.  

Commissioner’s comments/questions: 

Commissioner Krause – commented on the timing of the relocation with a possible start in July and the 

number of school aged students who are likely to be affected; will there be some prioritization for 

families to accommodate them at the beginning of the school year?  Would like to know that some 

special measures are being considered to address this. AHC responded- this is a difficult position. The 

family interviews will be conducted and may or may not coincide with the beginning of the school year.  
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Commissioner Campbell- how many sister properties does AHC have within the school district? AHC 

responded- there are no additional properties within the elementary school district but several in the 

middle school district. Another question concerned whether the priority for AHC would be to 

accommodate residents first in their own properties or whether market rate properties would be 

considered?  AHC responded- would like to accommodate within own properties to allow residents to 

continue with programming; this may not be possible because there is limited CAF availability, however 

there’s the possibility of setting aside units to accommodate residents in some market rate properties. 

Commissioner Thomas had several questions- how likely is it that residents will be able to be relocated in 

Arlington given the limited number of available units even with the TAF being available?  AHC responded- 

generally, AHC has been able to house people in Arlington, having 23 other properties within the County.  

There was concern about the short time frame proposed for resident relocation, four months, and 

whether this was realistic? AHC responded – tenant relocation will be staggered within the 120 day 

period.  Woodbury Park relocation project was cited as an example that had good outcomes. Ability to 

use TAF reduces dislocation and enables people to stay in Arlington, this should mitigate concerns of the 

Commission. If this project was not approved today how will this affect your project? AHC responded- the 

project is scheduled for site plan approval including Zoning and Planning approval by next Tuesday; if not 

approved today, the timing of subsequent approval by the County Board would be affected. 

Catherine Buckham (AHC) proposed a change on page 7 to revise timing to reflect 12 – 40 weeks instead 

of 12 to 24 weeks. 

Commissioner Rouleau’s comment reiterated that this project supports the public interest in increasing 

the total number of Affordable Housing units and supports longevity of affordability.  

Commissioner Mookerjee - requested an explanation of the Tenant Assistance Fund (TAF) process. AHC 

responded that the TAF will be approved in conjunction with the Affordable Housing Investment Funding 

request to be submitted early summer – June; meetings with the  Housing Commission in the Fall  and 

anticipated hearing with the County Board early 2017, ahead of  the tax credit application.  

Dennis Jaffe (BRAVO) expressed concern about whether residents fully understood the relocation process 

and TAF eligibility.  AHC responded that this is understandable but that the company is willing to meet 

with individuals anytime and is available for questions and plans to hold ongoing meetings to allay fears. 

Commissioner Mookerjee commented on the short timeframe in which many changes have been made 

and asked what other project changes were taking place with regard to the site plan.  AHC responded -  

they have had several meetings with the sub-committees of  the Planning Commission and  the project 

was redesigned to conform to the Four Mile Run Planning study. After meeting with the Planning 

Commission, the next meeting will be with the County Board - May 17. 

Chair Mookerjee invited questions from the tenants: 

  Question- will relocations be phased? AHC responded- a decision will be made about how  

relocations will be done - floor by floor or families with school-aged population first. The 

company is applying for competitive funding which could determine and affect the project. Could 

get bonus points for complete rebuild at one time, vs phased project.  

 Commissioner Gibson commented that a tax credit application could be unpredictable and could 

affect how residents will be relocated. He commented that as the project changes, the relocation 
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plan may have to change to reflect changes and as a result more time may be required for the 

plan. AHC responded that their early start with this process was intended to inform residents well 

in advance and they are committed to ongoing communication with residents. Although there 

may be many changes, certain factors such as funding will remain the same.   

 Tenant Question – will tenants be relocated to other AHC properties? And how will families with 

children in elementary schools be accommodated? AHC response – if there are no units available 

TAF program will be used to make up the difference in rent at other properties. In a timely 

manner?  AHC response- the relocation coordinator will meet with families to assess needs and 

will contact schools to seek placement information in both current and new schools.  

 Tenant question – there was an inquiry about proposed changes to the site plan, such as a 

widening trail, removing fences, would like to know more about the site plan. AHC response- 

County’s Four Mile Run study requires that the fence along the creek be removed, but AHC would 

prefer that the fence be retained for security reasons. This needs to be resolved and residents are 

invited to attend the County Board meeting on Tuesday May 17 to voice concern.  On the issue of 

whether there will be a charge for Parking? AHC – indicated that this information is not available 

at this time, maybe at the June 8 meeting.  

Dennis Jaffe of BRAVO raised the issue about residents who have housing grants and therefore not 

eligible for the TAF and whether there is a possibility that AHC could provide an additional subsidy for 

persons who are disabled or frail/elderly, based upon income.  Was concerned that individuals may have 

fear and anxiety about finding an affordable apartment. AHC responded –will look into how 

accommodation for persons so affected could be included in the relocation budget. Must be rent 

reasonable for consideration for the grant or housing voucher. AHC representative indicated that the 

individual should speak with relocation specialists.   Dennis suggested inclusion of wording to prioritize 

identifying CAFs for individuals who are TAF ineligible and have disability. AHC staff indicated that this 

may be a Fair housing issue and would further research the issue and would prefer not to include this in 

the relocation plan. Resident surveys to be done in spring will provide information on specific needs and  

families will be prioritized for housing accordingly.  

Chair Mookerjee commented that he was interested in being informed about the TAF implementation 

and any difficult family situations that the county can’t accommodate. Also in some past projects, there 

has been a task force or working group of combined Commissioners who were convened to discuss and 

be apprised of any difficulties with the projects. He hoped this would happen with his project. There was 

some agreement on this this idea. He proceeded to call a vote on the project. 

Commissioner Gibson expressed some reservation about a Commission vote at this time due to having 

only received revisions to the draft that evening. Concern about setting a precedent for the Commission. 

He was also concerned that tenants appear to still have questions. He suggested that in the future, the 

Commission have a requirement that all revisions to plans be submitted no later than 1 week before 

meeting with the Commission. 

Commissioner Rouleau questioned the difference between the current plan and the previous submission 

and indicated that it was agreed that the plan had met the County’s relocation guidelines.  AHC 

responded that an addition was made to Page 13 that AHC would pay for moving costs for residents who 

want to return to the Berkeley.  There was some discussion among Commissioners Gibson and Mary 

Rouleau with regard to substantive revisions and the timing of the submissions. Commissioner Rouleau 
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acknowledged that residents will have difficulty with finding housing, however AHC is making a strong 

commitment to assist tenants. The Commission should focus on ensuring proper implementation of the 

plan. 

Chair Moorkerjee acknowledged Commissioner Gibson’s comments and agreed that some changes were 

required to the process. He invited a vote on the plan. All five Commissioners present voted to approve 

the plan. It was noted that updates would be provided to staff and submitted to the Commission on a 

regular basis.  

Commission Charter Discussion 

Staff Rolda Nedd presented copies of the Affordable Housing Master Plan and discussed the existing 

charter document. Staff is proposing to update this charter which has existed since 1984 revisions would 

reflect or reference the sections of the AHMP that are applicable to the Commission. The objectives of 

the Charter were highlighted. Commissioners commented on whether the Commission had made any 

recent legislative changes/suggestions to the Board. Commissioner Krause recommended that staff revise 

and present revisions which the Commission would review and discuss. 

Staff Report: Hector Mercado 

1. Call center summary (April). It was noted that the majority of calls this month was about pest 

control, particularly mice; there is a serious problem.   

2. TAF Policy – Eric Timar has requested volunteers to participate in a committee to review the TAF 

Policy.  Would form committee and schedule meetings. Commissioners – Gibson, Campbell and 

Butler volunteered to join the committee. 

3. Culpepper Garden project (Wesley Housing Development Corporation) – a tenant meeting was 

held on May 4. The relocation plan will be presented to the Commission on June 8. 

Concluding remarks: Commissioner Gibson reiterated the need to specify that at a minimum three days 

before the Commission meeting that the final draft of a relocation plan be sent to the Commission. There 

was discussion about what more should be included in the plan documents to assist residents, and also to 

assure Commissioners of all updates. Commissioner Butler commented on the need to ensure that all 

parties are aware of what type of burden this relocation project may place on the community; what 

percentage of residents will actually be displaced. Quarterly relocation plan updates should be available 

for Commissioners to review.  

 

Meeting adjourned at 9:50 p.m.  

  


